You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for SONY SU-WL400. You'll find
the answers to all your questions on the SONY SU-WL400 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
To Customers CAUTION If the following precautions are not observed, injury or property damage may occur. WARNING If the following precautions are not
observed, serious injury or death through fire, electric shock, or the product dropping can result. To Customers Sufficient expertise is required for installing
this product. Be sure to subcontract the installation to Sony dealers or licensed contractors and pay special attention to safety during the installation. Sony is
not liable for any damages or injury caused by mishandling or improper installation, or installing any other than the specified product. Your Statutory Rights
(if any) are not affected. Be sure to subcontract the installation to licensed contractors and keep small children away during the installation. If the WallMount Bracket or the TV is not installed correctly, the following accidents may occur. Be sure licensed contractors carry out installation. Ώ The TV may fall
and cause a serious injury such as a bruise or a fracture.
Ώ If the wall on which the Wall-Mount Bracket is installed is unstable, uneven, or not perpendicular to the floor, the unit may fall and cause injury or
property damage. @@(Refer to your TV’s operating instructions for its weight. @@@@Do not apply excessive force on the topside of the TV. If you do so,
the TV may fall and cause injury or property damage. @@Ώ If the Wall-Mount Bracket is removed after installing it on the wall, the screw holes are left.
Ώ Do not use the Wall-Mount Bracket in a place where it is subjected to mechanical vibrations. To Sony dealers Sufficient expertise is required for installing
this product. Be sure to read this instruction manual thoroughly to do the installation work safely. Sony is not liable for any damages or injury caused by
mishandling or improper installation. Please give this manual to the customer after installation.
This instruction manual shows the correct handling of the product and important precautions necessary to prevent accidents. Be sure to read this manual
thoroughly and use the product correctly. Keep this manual available for future reference. Products by Sony are designed with safety in mind. If the products
are used incorrectly, however, it may result in a serious injury through fire, electric shock, the product toppling over, or the product dropping. Be sure to
observe the precautions for safety to prevent such accidents. Be sure to subcontract moving or dismounting of the TV to licensed contractors. If persons other
than licensed contractors transport or dismount the TV, it may fall and cause injury or property damage. Be sure that two or more persons carry or dismount
the TV. Installing the WallMount Bracket To Sony Dealers WARNING The following instructions are for Sony dealers only.
Be sure to read safety precautions described above and pay special attention to safety during the installation, maintenance and checking of this product.
CAUTION Specified products This Wall-Mount Bracket is designed for use with the products specified TVs. For TVs, refer to their operating instructions to
verify that the WallMount Bracket can be used. do not remove screws , etc. , after mounting the TV. If you do so, the TV may fall and cause injury or property
damage. Do not make alterations to the parts of the Wall-Mount Bracket. If you do so, the Wall-Mount Bracket may fall and cause injury or property damage.
@@@@@@Do not mount any equipment other than the specified product. @@@@Do not apply any load other than the TV on the WallMount Bracket.
If you do so, the TV may fall and cause injury or property damage. Do not lean on or hang from the TV. @@Do not install the TV over or under an airconditioner. @@@@@@@@Do not allow the AC power cord or the connecting cable to be pinched. @@ this may cause a fire or an electric shock.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@Be careful not to subject the TV to shock during installation. If the TV is exposed to shock, it may fall or break apart. this
may cause injury. @@If you fail to do so, the TV may fall and cause injury. After proper installation of the TV, secure the cables properly.
@@@@Follow the instructions in this manual, referring to the “Installation Guide”. Never install the TV as shown below: Air circulation is blocked.
Preparing for installation  Have the TV’s operating instructions at hand before installation.  Refer to the “Installation Guide”. Ώ Be sure to have a
Phillips screwdriver that fits the screws prior to the assembly. Ώ Confirm the installing position of your TV. Ώ Prepare four or more screws of 8 mm diameter
and one screw of 5 mm or equivalent (not supplied). Select screws suitable for the material of the wall. Wall Checking the parts  Verify that all the parts are
included. Ώ Identify the parts by their shape, referring to the “Installation Guide”, 1.
 Base (1)  Pulley (2)  Screw (+PSW6 × 20) (2)  Screw (+PSW4 × 20) (2)  Spacer (2)  Band (1)  Screw (+PSW6 × 50) (2)  Bush (M4) (2) 
Screw (+PSW4 × 50) (2) Note If  you intend to route the cables in the wall, make a hole in the wall to insert the cables before beginning the installation. To
prevent pinching the cables, prepare a hole in the wall somewhere outside the perimeter of the Base  and Spacer . 2 Decide the positions of the screws for
installing the Base . wARNING Refer to the specifications on page 5. The wall that the TV will be mounted on should be able to  support a weight of at
least four times that of the TV (Refer to your TV’s operating instructions for its weight. ). Determine the strength of the wall the TV will be mounted  on.
reinforce the wall sufficiently , if necessary. Deciding on the installation location 1 Decide on the installation location. Installing the Base on the wall  Use
four or more screws of 8 mm diameter or equivalent (not supplied).
Ώ Install the Base  on the wall horizontally. For details, refer to the TV’s instruction manual. Allow for suitable clearance between the TV and the ceiling
and protruding parts of the wall as shown below. Unit: mm Preparing for the installation of the TV Prepare installation of the TV, following the TV’s
instruction manual. 100 100 300 100 GB  Installing the TV on the wall Other information When removing the TV, reverse the previous installation
procedure.
refer to the “Installation Guide” , 5. WARNING Be  sure that two or more persons hold the TV when removing it. 1 Connect the necessary cable(s) to the TV.
Make sure to connect the cables before installing the TV on the wall. You will be unable to connect the cables when the TV is installed.
Refer to the operating instructions supplied with your TV. @@@@Specifications e g 2 Install the TV onto the Base . @@For details, refer to the TV’s
instruction manual. @@Ώ After installing the TV on the wall, confirm the Pulleys  are firmly latched into the Base . refer to the “Installation Guide” , 3.
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WARNING Be  sure that two or more persons hold the TV when carrying it. 3 Preventing the bottom of the TV from shifting. Ώ Take up the slack of Band 
and attach it to the wall tightly. Note Try  to pull the bottom of the TV forwards yourself slightly, to make sure that it does not move forward. If there is any
movement, it is not fixed correctly, and the Band  should be secured firmly again.
Design and specifications are subject to change without notice. Confirming the completion of the installation Check the following points. Ώ The Pulleys  are
firmly hung onto the Base . Ώ The cord and the cable are not twisted or pinched.  The Band  is tight with no slack. WARNING Improper placement of the
AC power cord, etc. , may cause fire  or electric shock through a short circuit. Be sure to confirm the completion of the installation for safety. .
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